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Chapter 3- Some Propulsion Characteristics



Chapter Outline



Thrust vs. Efficiency - basic concepts Reciprocating Engines with Prop How it works Power/SFC varying with Velocity/Altitude Turbojet Engine How it works Thrust/SFC varying with Velocity/Altitude Turbofan Engine How it works Thrust/SFC varying with Velocity/Altitude Turboprop How it works Thrust/SFC varying with Velocity/Altitude AE 3310 Performance
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Trading Thrust and Efficiency Thrust



Efficiency



Propeller/reciprocating engine



Low



High



Turbojet



Higher



Lower



Rocket Engine



Substantial



Poor



In general, more thrust = less efficiency This tradeoff helps explain why there are different propulsive devices in use today. AE 3310 Performance
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Generic propulsive device (jet engine, propeller, etc) whose function is to produce thrust, T, acting towards the left



V∞



Regardless of type of device, the thrust exerted on the device is the net resultant of pressure and shear distributions, at points where air contacts device (internal and external)



Air experiences equal and opposite reaction (Newton’s 3rd Law) to thrust AE 3310 Performance



Propulsive Device



How Thrust is Produced



T



Vj



Propulsive Device
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T V∞



Vj Dr. Danielle Soban Georgia Institute of Technology
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How Thrust is Produced



Air is accelerated to velocity Vj, called the jet velocity



T Vj



V∞



Newton’s 2nd Law: the force on an object is equal to the time rate of change of momentum of that object THRUST EQUATION T = m (Vj - V∞ ) for generic thrust device time rate of change of momentum



m Vj momentum per unit time entering stream tube
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m V∞ momentum per unit time exiting stream tube



(Note: we are neglecting the pressure force on the stream tube for this simplified Dr. Danielle Soban analysis) Georgia Institute of Technology
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Propulsive Efficiency



Instead of considering air moving through device, picture device moving through room of stationary air.



T Vj



V∞



Before device enters the room, air is stationary and has no kinetic energy After device leaves room, air is moving at velocity Vj - V∞ and has kinetic energy of 1 wasted energy-source of inefficiency ( Vj - V∞ )2 2 Recall: power = force x velocity PA = T V∞



this is the useful power available



Since power is energy per unit time, the power wasted in the air jet behind the device: 1 m ( Vj - V∞ )2 2 AE 3310 Performance
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Propulsive Efficiency



1 Total power generated by device = TV∞ + m ( Vj - V∞ )2 2 Propulsive efficiency ηp =



useful power available total power generated



Substituting in previous expressions,



ηp =



T V∞ 1 T V ∞ + 2 m ( Vj - V∞ )2



Recall: T = m (Vj - V∞ ) and substitute to get...
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Propulsive Efficiency



m(Vj - V ) V∞



ηp =



∞



m(Vj - V∞ ) V∞



1 2 + m ( V V ) j ∞ 2



Divide by: m(Vj - V∞ ) V∞



ηp =



ηp =



2 1 + Vj / V∞



1 1+



1 2



(Vj - V∞ )/ V∞



=



1 1 2



(1 + Vj/V∞ )



Max efficiency occurs when Vj = V∞ (ηp = 1) but then T=0 (ultimate efficiency but no propulsive force)



T = m (Vj - V∞ ) AE 3310 Performance
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Propulsive Efficiency and Engines



Propeller provides large m but small Vj - V∞ so has high efficiency low



Q: so why don’t we use propellers on faster aircraft? A: as speed increases, the tip speed increases. At high enough speeds, shock waves will form. This increases drag, which increases the torque on the reciprocating engine, which reduces the rotational speed (rpm) of the engine, which reduces power obtrained from the engine, which reduces thrust. Also, shock waves on the propeller airfoils increase drag, reducting thrust.



speed Gas turbine jet engines gives a smaller mass of air a larger increase in velocity, but at a lesser efficiency.



high
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Turbofans try to combine the thrust generating capabilities of the jet engine with the efficiency of a propeller. Similarly, the turboprop tries to achieve the same. Dr. Danielle Soban Georgia Institute of Technology
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Reciprocating Engine/Propeller Four Stroke Otto Cycle



Vertical movement of the piston is translated to rotary motion of the crankshaft AE 3310 Performance
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Power Generated by Engine



Displacement: size of the engine. Volume of piston sweep from top dead center to bottom dead center is called displacement of the cylinder. Total displacement for the engine is cylinder displacement multiplied by number of cylinders. The larger the displacement, d, the more power output by the engine. Power strokes: the number of times the piston moves through its four-stroke cycle per unit time. RPM: revolutions per minute. The more higher the RPM, the more power output Mean effective pressure pe: pressure level in the cylinder. Higher pressure gives higher power output Shaft brake power: P ∝ d pe RPM AE 3310 Performance
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Specific Fuel Consumption



Specific fuel consumption is a technical merit for an engine, similar to L/D or T/W SFC - How efficiently the engine is burning fuel and converting it to power c = weight of fuel burned per unit power per unit time =



weight of fuel consumed for given time increment (power output)(time increment)



Units: [c] =



lb



or



(ft lb)/s)(s)



[c] =



N W s



Often, however, you will see: [SFC] =
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lb hp h



Note: for calculations, if given data in SFC, you must convert to c.
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P ∝ d pe RPM



Variations of Power and SFC with Velocity and Altitude As V∞ increases, the only variable in this equation that changes is pe (“ram effect”). So P should increase. However, recip/prop engines are mostly used at low speeds, where this effect is negligible.



So, P and SFC are “reasonably” constant with V∞



Typical value for SFC in this range: SFC = 0.4 lb hp h



2 principal manufacturers of aircraft recip engines



Teledyne Continental Textron Lycoming engines in this class produce 75-300 hp
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Recall,



ρ P = ρ P0 0



Variations of Power and SFC with Velocity and Altitude this, along with temperature variations, effect pe



Empirical correlation: ρ P 1.132 = ρ0 P0



- 0.132



Realize this implies a decrease in power with altitude.



better than first equation above



also we can assume
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SFC is constant with altitude
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Supercharged Engines



In an attempt to eliminate the power decrease at altitude, many early aircraft (1930’s and ‘40s) used superchargers. The manifold pressure was compressed to achieve pressure values above ambient. The goal was to maintain a constant pe for the engine as altitude increased, essentially keeping power constant with altitude. Rolls Royce Merlin III engine Used in Spitfire Mark I Hurricane Mark I Defiant fighter Wellington bomber Halifax bomber Lancaster bomber Mosquito fighter AE 3310 Performance
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The Propeller



Realize, like Wilbur Wright did in 1902, that a propeller is nothing more than a twisted wing. Like a wing, a propeller produces friction drag, form drag, induced drag, and wave drag. Thus, it is a loss mechanism and the power output of the engine/propeller combination will always be less than the shaft power.



Shaft Power



PA



PA



P



Reciprocating Engine



P



Propeller efficiency is defined as: PA = ηpr P AE 3310 Performance



ηpr



1



Propeller efficiency is a function of the Advance Ratio Dr. Danielle Soban Georgia Institute of Technology
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Advance Ratio, J



Local relative wind is the vector sum of V∞ and the translational motion of the propeller section due to propeller rotation, rω.



pitch angle, β, between airfoil chord line and plane of rotation



The ratio V∞ sets the direction of the local relative wind rω AE 3310 Performance
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V∞ rω



V∞ = r(2πΝ)



Advance Ratio, J N is number of propeller revolutions per second



Evaluated at propeller tip: V∞ rω



= tip



J =



V∞ ND



V∞ (D/2) (2πΝ)



=



V∞ πND



=



J



π



propeller efficency is a function of J, the advance ratio



J is a similarity parameter for propeller performance, similar to Mach number and Reynold’s number AE 3310 Performance
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Propeller Efficiency and J



or J Each curve is for a different pitch angle, β



Remember: PA = T V∞ = ηpr P AE 3310 Performance
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Shape of Propeller Efficiency Curve max efficiency



negative thrust



increasing V∞



stall



Propeller Efficiency



Lift to Drag Ratio of Airfoil Section



For a fixed pitch propeller, β is constant at any given r. Also, for a given N, rω is constant However, as V∞ changes, the angle of attack will change, as will the efficiency.
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Fixed pitch



Evolution of Propellers



Used exclusively on all aircraft until 1930s Max ηpr specific J specific V ∞ J considered design point for propeller But off-design (off J, V∞ ) performance soon became unacceptable



Variable-pitch Pilot has capability to change pitch in flight Can obtain relatively same ηpr over wide range of J and V∞ Considered major aeronautical technical advance Constant-speed PA = ηpr P and P ∝ RPM When pilot changed pitch, torque would change, causing RPM to move away from its optimum value, degrading P Pitch is controlled by a governor to keep optimum RPM, sacrificing some efficiency, but optimizing ηpr P AE 3310 Performance
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Feathering



A propeller is feathered when its pitch is adjusted so that the drag is minimized, and there is little chance of autorotation when the engine is turned off but the aircraft is still moving (the windmill effect). Feather the prop when there is an engine failure in midflight, or sometimes on a multi-engine aircraft when one or more engines is turned off and the others are used for taxi.
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Rate of Climb and Propellers



Chart from 1940, the beginning of the mature propeller-driven airplane era
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The Turbojet Engine Work is done by the compressor



Work is extracted by the turbine and is transmitted via a shaft to the compressor
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Turbojet Engine



Diffuser- slows the air, with increase in pressure and temperature Compressor- work is done on the air by the rotating compressor blades, greatly increasing pressure and temperature Burner (combustor)- air is mixed with fuel and burned at essentially constant pressure Turbine- burned air-fuel mixture then expands through a turbine, which extracts work from the gas. The turbine is connected to the compressor by a shaft, and the work extracted by the turbine is thus used to operate the compressor. Nozzle- the gas expands through a nozzle an is exhausted into the air with velocity Vj.
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Generation of Thrust



The thrust generated by the engine is due to the net resultant of the pressure and shear stress distributions acting on the exposed surface areas, external and internal AE 3310 Performance
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Calculation of Thrust



The detailed calculation of the pressure and shear distribution over the complete internal surface of the engine would be a Herculean task, even in the present day of sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) Fortunately, the calculation of jet engine thrust is carried out infinitely more simply by drawing a control volume around the engine, looking at the time rate of change of momentum of the gas flow through the engine, and using Newton’s 2nd law to obtain the thrust. Simplified, this is the result we got earlier:



T = m (Vj - V∞ )



Now, add in pressure acting on the front and back free surfaces, and the extra mass due to the fuel added:



T = ( mair + mfuel ) Vj - mair V∞ + ( pe - p ∞ ) Ae AE 3310 Performance
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Turbojet Thrust Equation



T = ( mair + mfuel ) Vj - mair V∞ + ( pe - p∞ ) Ae time rate of change of momentum of the gas as it flows through the engine



usually much smaller than momentum terms and can be neglected at times



pe is the gas pressure at the exit of the nozzle p∞ is the ambient pressure Ae is the exit area of the nozzle
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Example of a Turbojet
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SFC for a Turbojet



SFC for a turbojet is defined differently than for a reciprocating engine Jet



Thrust



Piston



Power



To be very clear, we say thrust specific fuel consumption ct = weight of fuel burned per unit thrust per unit time ct = weight of fuel consumed for given time increment (thrust output)(time increment) ct =
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N = N-s



1 s



[TSFC] =



lb lb-hr



=



1 h
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Thrust varying Velocity and Altitude



T = ( mair + mfuel ) Vj - mair V∞ + ( pe - p ∞ ) Ae



For subsonic speeds, Remember mair = ρ ∞ A1 V∞ so mair is directly proportional to ρ. As altitude increases, ρ decreases, mair decreases, and from the equation above, T must decrease.



Thrust is strongly degraded as altitude increases Can approximate thrust changing with altitude by:



T is reasonably constant with V∞
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T = T0



ρ ρ0



Note that T is THRUST in this equation, not temperature! T0 is sea level thrust Dr. Danielle Soban Georgia Institute of Technology
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TSFC varying Velocity and Altitude



TSFC increases with Mach number At low speed, can use approximation:



TSFC = 1



lb hp h



At high speeds, use:



TSFC = 1.0 + k M∞ where k is engine specific, but on the order of 0.5



TSFC is constant with altitude There is actually a weak effect, but we ignore it for preliminary analysis AE 3310 Performance
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Supersonic Variations



The Concorde uses turbojets instead of turbofans because of the better supersonic thrust SFC at Mach 2.2, shown below.



δ = p/p0 AE 3310 Performance
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Supersonic Variation Comments



Why does T increase with M in the supersonic regime, whereas it is relatively constant in the subsonic regime? The answer lies in part in the large total pressures recovered in the supersonic inlet diffuser as M ∞ increases (ram effect).



ptotal pstatic =



γ - 1 M2 1+ 2



γ γ-1



As M∞ increases, ptotal increases dramatically, increasing Vj Also, mair increases. Both of these increase T.



(isentropic)



For M∞ > 1, we can use the Concorde turbojet data as a model and approximation:



T TMach 1



= 1 + 1.18 ( M∞ -1)



TSFC is constant with supersonic M ∞ AE 3310 Performance
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Turbofan Engine



Strives to combine the high thrust of a turbojet with the high efficiency of a propeller flow here takes advantage of the propeller



flow here generates high thrust Core of turbofan is a turbojet. However, the turbine drives not only the compressor but a large external fan. Most jet-propelled airplanes today are powered by turbofans.
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Bypass ratio =



Bypass Ratio mass flow through the fan mass flow through the core



The higher the bypass ratio, the higher the propulsive efficiency



Typical bypass ratios are on the order of 5. Typical values of TSFC are 0.6
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(almost half of a conventional turbojet)
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Typical High Bypass Turbofan
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Variation of Thrust with Velocity and Altitude



Civil Transport Turbofans: bypass ratios of 5+. This is considered “high”.



T



as V∞



Thrust has strong variation with velocity



Max Takeoff Thrust as a function of velocity at sea level Rolls Royce RB211-535E4 Turbofan AE 3310 Performance
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Variation of Thrust with Velocity and Altitude Empirical Relationship for variation of T with altitude: T T0 =



ρ m ρ0



(m is function of engine design, usually 1)



Note relatively flat curve at higher altitudes for M=0.70 to M=0.85. This corresponds to normal cruise Mach numbers, so T can be assumed constant in the cruise range.
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ct



as



TSFC varying with Velocity and Altitude



V∞



Follows the relation: ct = B (1 + kM∞ ) where B and k are empirical constants found from correlating engine data



ct is near constant with altitude Remember: for a turbojet, TSFC was near constant with speed in supersonic regime. Therefore, turbojet is more efficient choice for supersonic cruise aircraft than turbofan. AE 3310 Performance
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Low Bypass Ratio variations



For low bypass turbofans (between 0 and 1), the performance more closely models a turbojet than a propeller. Generally used on high performance fighters. ct



T as M (at higher M)



ct as M
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Turboprop



A turboprop is a propeller driven by a gas turbine engine



The turbine powers both the compressor and the propeller Most available work is extracted by the turbines, leaving little available for jet thrust. Only ~5% of total thrust is through jet exhaust. AE 3310 Performance
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Characteristics of a Turboprop



Turboprop generates more thrust than a recip/prop combination Turboprop generates less thrust than turbofan or turbojet Turboprop has higher SFC than recip/prop but lower than turbofan or turbojet Maximum flight speed of turboprop is limited by shock waves (usually M=0.6 to 0.7)
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Turboprop Equations



Thrust is sum of propeller thrust and jet thrust. Power available at V∞ is



PA = (Tp + Tj) V∞



Tp is propeller thrust Tj is jet thrust



Due to the propeller aspect of the turboprop, performance is often in terms of power



PA = ηpr PS + Tj V∞



PS is shaft power



Equivalent shaft power, Pes, includes the effect of jet thrust PA = ηpr Pes
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Turboprop Equations



Combining above two equations,



Pes = PS + Tj V∞ ηpr



This relates equivalent shaft power to actual shaft power and jet thrust.



TSFC is defined as



ct = ωfuel T



We don’t use power because it could be confusing as to which power we are referring to: Ps Pes PA



Useful approximation: at static conditions (engine operating with airplane at zero velocity on the ground), a turboprop produces 2.5 lb/shp AE 3310 Performance
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Variations of Power with Velocity and Altitude for Turboprop



Recall: PA = TA V∞



At M > ~0.7, TA Combined effect of V∞ and TA results in PA is constant with M ∞ For altitude, use PA = PA,0



ρ n ρ0



n = depends on engine, use 0.7 for unknown AE 3310 Performance
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Variations of SFC with Velocity and Altitude for Turboprop



SFC can be assumed constant with velocity and altitude AE 3310 Performance
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Afterburners



For a turbojet or turbofan, the fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber is lean (more oxygen than fuel). Extra fuel is injected into the oxygen-rich exhaust gas and then ignited downstream of the turbine. This is called afterburning.



Afterburners are used for short periods of greatly increased thrust, but burns much fuel, so must be used carefully. AE 3310 Performance
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Performance of Afterburner



The Concorde uses afterburning for rapid climb and acceleration. The British call afterburning reheat.
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Afterburner
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Transforming Fuel Consumptions



It is useful to be able to transform specific fuel consumption, c, (which is in terms of power) to thrust specific fuel consumption, ct, (which is in terms of thrust). c =



ωfuel P



and



P=



PA ηpr



and



ωfuel T



combine to give



ct =



cP T



PA = TV∞



combine to give



P=



TV∞ ηpr



c =



Substituting two boxed equations gives:



ct =
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Thrust Reversers
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Thrust Reversers
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Thrust Reversers
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